
ST. LOUIS OPEN -1999 
Round Six 

Toss-Up Questions 

1. In the 1770s, many young Gelman males began to dress and act in the spirit of this literary character. 
They wore his blue frock coat, buff waistcoat, and yellow breeches, while young ladies dressed like the 
women he encountered. He was an odd model to follow, as he falls in love with Charlotte, who is 
already betrothed to Albert, but can only enjoy her company for a few weeks until Albert returns and 
she is married. He commits suicide, and as the author writes, "No priest attended him." FTP, identify 
this sorrowful central character from a 1774 novel by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. 

Answer: Wellher (accept Sorrows ofYol/n,? Werther) 

2. It has been used in psychology to argue that you can never truly understand yourself since your mind, 
like any other closed system, can only be sure of what it knows by relying on what it knows. It has 
also been used to prove that computers will never be as small as humans since a computer's 
knowledge is limited by a fixed set of axioms. This theorem states that there will always be some 
propositions that cannot be proven using the rules and axioms of that mathematical branch itself. FTP, 
identify this widely applied mathematical theorem developed in 1931 and named after a Czech-born 
mathematician. 

Answer: Gndel's Incompleteness theorem 

3. The phrase was first seen in the July-August 1845 edition of the United States Magazine and 
DeJllocrafic Review in an Ui1icle by Americanjoumalist and diplomat John Louis O'Sullivan. It was 
used by many in all political parties to justil~ the acquisition of Texas, California, the Oregon 
TeITitOIY, and Alaska. By the end of the 19 1 centUlY the doctline was being applied to the proposed 
annexation of various islands in the Cmibbean Sea and the Pacific Ocean. FIP, identify this two-word 
jingoistic tenet holding that the tenitOIial expansion of the United States was not only inevitable but 
divinely ordained. 

Answer: manifest destiny 

4. The first authentic one was organized by Catherine de Medici in 1581 to celebrate the marriage of her 
sister. For its subject she chose the stOIY of Odysseus escaping from Circe. One of its pioneers was 
Jean-Antoine de Baif, who invented a vel's JIIeSl/res to "unite music with dance, song, and measure as 
in the ancient days of Greece." However, it was left to the French composer Jean-Phillipe Rameau to 
detine the five basic positions that bear the modem names. FTP, identify this dance-tumed-art-form, 
famous examples of which include TchaikovsJ..:y's Swan Lake and NUfcracker. 

Answer: ballet 

5. The Nihon shoki states she was the offspring of Izanagi and Izanami, while the Kojiki explains that she 
was bom from Izanagi's left eye when he ritually washed it after visiting hell. She temporarily hid 
herself in a cave when offended by her brother's scandalous behavior, leaving the universe in darkness 
and chaos. She sent her grandson to pacify Japan, and his great-grandson, Jimmu, became the first 
Japanese Emperor in 660 B.C.E. fTP, identify this Great Spirit Illuminating the Heavens, the sun 
goddess of Shintoism. 

Answer: Amaterasu Omikami 

6. After he joined the Jesuits in 1868, he destroyed the poetlY he had already wlitten. He became a 
student of theology in nOliliem Wales and, inspired by the Welsh language, began to wri te again. One 
of his eUi'ly eff0I1s was the poem The Wreck of fhe Deutschland, a religious poem about a group of 
shipwrecked Gelman nuns. His poetry became marked by the use of an abrupt verse structure known 



as "splUng rhytlun," and wasn't published until after his death by poet laureate Robelt Bridges. FTP, 
identify this English poet of such works as Pied Beauty, Hemy Purcell, and The Windhover. 

Answer: Gerard Manley Hopkins 

7. Its systematic name is I ,2-ethanediol, and its dinitrate is a component of dynamite. The polyester of it 
with terephthalic acid is a fiber and film material sold under the trade names of Dacron and Mylar. 
However, its best-known use is as a pelmanent anti-freeze substance used in cars, and in aircraft safety 
as a de-icing agent. FTP, identifY this highly toxic, sweet-tasting compound that is also the simplest 
dihydrol\l' alcohol. 

Answer: ethylene glvcol 

8. It lies between the Circus Maximus and the Colosseum. During the Roman Republic, temples and 
some of the finest private houses stood on its slopes. Under the Empire, it became the site of imperial 
residences, as Nero included it within the precincts of his Golden House. From the time of Alexander 
SevelUs, however, it ceased to be an impelial residence. On its nOlthwest slope was the Lupercal, the 
cave in which Romulus and Remus were suckled by a she-wolf. FTP, identifY this major hill, one of 
the Seven Hills that saw the em'liest Roman settlement, where Romulus first founded Rome. 

Answer: Palatine Hill 

9. Although it recognizes a supreme god called Olodumare, human interaction with the divine typically 
focuses on the many OIishas, or spirits. An individual believer generally develops a special 
relationship with a particular orisha, and during worship the orisha may possess the believer's body. In 
1993, the Supreme CourtlUled that a ban on this religion's litual sacrifice of animals was 
unconstitutional, as many Cuban-Americans in FlOlida follow the practice. FTP, identify this Afro
Cmibbean religion similar to voodoo, rooted in the YOlUba culture of West Africa. 

Answer: Santeria 

10. His first appearance in the United States was at the Monterey Festival in 1967, where he perfOlmed 
"Wild Thing" - a perfOlmance documented in the tilm MonLerey Pop. However, he made his debut in 
Paris in 1966 with Mitch Mitchell and Noel Redding, and the trio was an immediate success. Some of 
his more famous albums include Axis Bold as Love and ElecLric Ladyland, but you non-guitar types 
might know him best for dy ing of a dlUg overdose in 1970 at the height of his fame. FTP, identify this 
greatest guitmist ever, famous for his solo-guitar version of "The Star-Spangled Banner" at 
Woodstock. 

Answer: James Marshall "Jimi" Hendlix 

11. It was established in 1921 at the suggestion of Fredelic G. Melcher, then co-editor of Publishers 
Weekly, who named it after an 18th centUlY English publisher and bookseller. A fifteen-member 
committee selects an unspecified number of honor books each year and presents authors with 
certificates, and also selects the main recipient of the prize. The first one was awarded in 1922 to 
Hendlik Willem van Loon for his book The SLO/y of Mankind. FTP, identify this annual award whose 
medal depicts an open book with the inscliption "for the most distinguished contribution to American 
literature for children." 

Answer: Newberv Medal 

12. It is caused by an abnOlmality of a gene on chromosome 15. The gene is dominant and is responsible 
for the production of tibrillin, a protein found in connective tissue. I-listorically, people with this 
syndrome died from complications of the hemt or aorta by age 50. Today, medications such as beta
blockers allow patients to live much longer. Those amicted usually have weak coronmy systems, 
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celtain skeletal defOimations like scoliosis, and are unusually tall and thin . FTP, identify this genetic 
disorder whose most famous cases include Flo Hyman, Sergei Rachmaninov, and Abraham Lincoln. 

Answer: Marfan's syndrome or disease 

13. He distinguished himself at the siege of Maastlicht in Holland during the War of Austrian Succession 
and in the French expedition against Menorca dUling the Seven Years' War. After his military career 
in the New World, he was appointed govemor of the provinces of Picardy and Artois, but was soon 
implisoned dUling the Reign of Ten·or. Napoleon restored his estates and appointed him in 1803 to put 
down the Haitian revolt that eventually achieved independence. FTP, identify this famous French 
general who is better known for aiding Washington and the American cause at the Battle of Yorktown. 

Answer: Jean Baptiste Donatien de Vimeur, Comte de Rochambeau 

14. His fielY temper and continual dueling caused him to be exiled to Siena at the age of 16. He was a 
pupil of Michelangelo's for a shOit time, and some of his most famous patrons include Popes Clement 
VII and Paul Ill. He is noted [or his autobiography, wlitten between 1538 and 1562, an embellished 
account of his adventures. However, he is best knmvn for his sculptures, including the bronzes 
Perseus and Medusa and NyJllph oj Fontainebleau. FTP, identify this Italian Renaissance goldsmith 
whose most famous work was francis 1's gold saltcellar. 

Answer: Benvenuto Cellini 

15. Lying 29 kilometers southwest of Valladolid, one of its notable ruins includes the Ball COUlt, an area 
used for symbolic religious games. It was founded in the early 6th centUlY C.E., but remained 
abandoned for three hundred years before a major restoration. Heavy Toltec intluence can be found in 
the city ' s architecture, though its Mayan intluence is more readily apparent. FTP, identify this most 
impOitant city of the Mayan people, now an archaeological site, that lies in the northem part of the 
Yucatan Peninsula. 

Answer: Chich6n I tza 

16. John Ruskin coined the two-word phrase identifying this literary device, citing the passage, "They 
rowed her in across the rolling foam- / The cruel, crawling foam," and then commenting, "The foam is 
not cruel, neither does it crawl." It is found often in Romantic poehy, where "mountains moum" and 
"fields smile," and the novels of Thomas Hardy. Though Ruskin described it as "morbid," it is now a 
fairly neutral tem1 used to describe, FTP, what litermy device used to attlibute human motivations and 
emotions to nature and natural phenomena? 

Answer: pathetic fallacy 

17. His many popular works include The Revolution in Physics and Matter and Light: The New PhYSiCS, 
both of which demonstrate his interest in the philosophical implications of quantum theOlY. He was a 
professor of theoretical physics at the Sorbonne until he retired in 1962. He made his most famous 
discovery in 1924, however, at the age of 32. Building on the ideas of Einstein and Planck, he put 
forward the idea of his thCOlY of electron waves in a one-page doctoral thesis. FTP, identify this 20th 

centUlY french physicist who was best known for his particle-wave duality theOlY of matter. 

Answer: Louis Victor de Broglie 

18. At about 77,000 square miles, it is bordered on the nOith by the Gila River, on the west by the 
Colorado River, and on the east by the Rio Grande. It was Oliginally to be purchased for $15 million, 
but the Senate lowered the payment to $10 million and reduced the acquired area. The purchase was 
necessitated by several factors, including the need to build the Southem Pacific Railroad through the 
area, which is why the area's namesake railroad entrepreneur was sent to negotiate with the Mexicans. 
FTP, identifY this region of land purchased from Mexico by the U.S. in 1854. 
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Answer: Gadsden Purchase 

19. It is responsible for the constlUction of such buildings as the Library of Congress and the Washington 
Monument, as \vell as ci vii projects such as the Panama Canal and the Alaska Highway . The General 
Survey Act of 1824 allowed it to undertake nonmilitmy duties, but its OIiginal function was the 
production of coastal f0I1ifications, topographical sUiveying, and mapmaking. This component of the 
U.S. Almy began on June 16, 1775 when Congress authOIized a team of experts to prepare 
f0I1ifications for the Baltle of Bunker I-Iill. FTP, identify this principal engineering component of the 
U.S. Army. 

Answer: United States Almv Corps of Engineers 

20. In The Essence a/Christianity (1841), he stated that the existence of religion is justifiable only in that 
it satisfies a psychological need. However, more imp0I1ant than his religious philosophy is his idea of 
sensationalistic materialism, in which he states people and their matelial needs should be the 
foundation of social and political thought. Another of his famous assel1ions is the statement, "De,. 
.Mensch iSI was er iSSI," or "Man is what he eats." FTP, identify this 19u• century Gelman philosopher, 
one of the first materialists and most famous pupil of G.W.F. Hegel. 

Answer: Ludwig Andreas Feuerbach 
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ST. LOUIS OPEN - 1999 
Round Six 

Bonus Questions 

1. Given a school of philosophy, identify the person considered by most to be the school's founder 
FTSNOP. 

a) (5 points) utilitarianism 

Answer: Jeremy Bentham 

b) (10 points) cynicism 

Answer: Diogenes (accept Antisthenes from those who won't acknowledge the truth) 

c) (15 points) anthroposophy 

Answer: Rudolf Steiner 

2. Given a description, identify the following mental illnesses FTSNOP. 

a) (5 points) This condition is characterized by intense fear of gaining weight or becoming obese, and 
is found most often in women. Many afilicted die of starvation resulting from restrictive food 
intake and excessive exercise. 

Answer: anorexia nervosa (do not accept bulimia) 

b) (10 points) This mental illness results in a person 's mood altemating between extreme mania and 
depression. Also called manic-depressive illness, those afflicted go through mood swings 
involving intense elation and painful sadness. 

Answer: bipolar disorder 

c) (15 points) People with this mental illness intentionally deceive health-care professionals into 
believing he or she is ill. This illness was named after an 181h century Gelman cavahy officer who 
had acquired an elToneous reputation as a pathological liar who greatly exaggerated his 
adventures. 

Answer: Munchausen 's syndrome 

3. Given a descliption, identify the 20lh centUlY American satilists F 15PE, or FFPE if you need famous 
works by the author. 

a) (15 points) This American's satirical novels are built around existential themes, as exemplified by 
his works The Floating Opera and Chimera. One of his most famous novels contains the central 
image of the world conceived as an enOlmous computer-run university. 

(5 points) His most famous novels include Giles Goat-Boy and The Sot-Weed Factor. 

Answer: John Barth 

b) (IS points) This Americanjoumalist and satilist wrote many m1icies for The Saturday Evening 
Post and The New Yorker. He is also the author of many histOlical novels for young adults. His 
most famous novel concems a boy 's view of the Califomia Gold Rush of 1849. 
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(5 points) This author won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 1959 for his novel The Travels of 
Jaimie JvlcPheeters. 

Answer: Robel1 Lewis Taylor 

4. Answer the following questions about the K-T boundary FTPE. 

a) Give the name of the element found in abundance at many unrelated sites that is thought to 
vindicate the theory of a huge meteorite crashing into prehistOIic Em1h. The deposits of this 
element are located at a strata depth of 65 million years. 

Answer: iIidium or II 

b) Give the name of the buried crater in the Yucatan, believed by many researchers to be the impact 
site of the meteorite that caused iridium to spread over the entire planet. Its name means "devil's 
sting" in the local dialect. 

Answer: Chixculub (accept reasonable attempts at pronunciation) 

c) Give the family name of the father and son team who first outlined the theory of the giant impact 
at the K-T boundmy. 

Jorge and Luis Alvarez 

5. Identify these famous leagues from European histOIY FTPE. 

a) The Holy Roman Empire, the pope, France, and Spain combined to fOim this league against 
Venice in 1508. They divided the Venetian possessions among themselves. 

Answer: League of Cambrai 

b) Active from the mid-12th century to the mid-17 th century, this commercial alliance of German 
merchants and cities comprised at least 80 cities at its peak. It monopolized trade in the North and 
Baltic seas w1til succumbing to the economic might of England and the Netherlands. 

Answer: Hanseatic League 

c) John Frederick and Philip the Magnanimous were the organizers of this 1531 league that formed 
to defend the political and religious freedoms of the Gelman Protestants against Holy Roman 
Emperor Charles V. They were defeated in 1547 at the Battle of Muhlberg. 

Answer: Schmalkaldic League 

6. Answer the following questions about homosexuality in America FTPE. 

a) Prejudices against homosexuals have only recently begun to change in the u.s. The first major 
shift followed the publication of two famous reports, Sexual Behavior ill the Humall Nlale (1948) 
and Sexual Behavior ill the Humall Female (1952), by this American biologist who attempted to 
demysti(y the picture of homosexllality. 

Answer: Alfred Charles Kinsey 

b) The watershed event for homosexual activism was this riot that protested a police raid on a gay bar 
in New York City in 1969. It was the first public protest by homosexuals against harassment by 
police. 
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Answer: Stonewall riot 

c) In this 1996 Supreme Court decision, the COUl1 struck down a Colorado state constitutional 
provision known as Amendment 2, which nullified civil rights laws that singled out homosexuals 
for protection. 

Answer: Romer v. Evans 

7. You've eamed a visual bonus! [Note to Moderator: Give attached paintings at end of packet to team 
captain.] You will be given three paintings. Identify the at1ist and the title of each painting FFPE. 

a) Answer: Edouard Manet and A Bar at the Folies-Bergeres 

b) Answer: Gustave COUl'bet and A Burial at Omans 

c) Answer: Patmigianino and Madonna of the Long Neck 

8. Boo! Given a description, identify the following British authors of ghost fiction FTPE. 

a) This well -known Blitish writer of sea stories delved briefly into horror and the occult with his 
widely anthologized The Monkey's Paw, written in 1902. 

Answer: William Wymark .!acobs 

b) His collection of ghost stories, After Dark, was well received in 1856. However, he is better 
known for his early detective novel The Moonstone . 

Answer: Wilkie Collins 

c) Ghosts are a common theme in this modem author's works, which include A Stitch in Tillie and 
The Ghost of Thalli as Kelllpe. She is best known, however, for her 1987 Booker Prize-winning 
novel }vioon Tiger. 

Answer: Penelope Lively 

9. May the forces be with you! Answer the following questions FTPE. 

a) Named for its discoverer, this is the general telm for attractions between electrically neutral 
pat1icles, especially in tluids and gases. 

Answer: van der Waals force 

b) This is a short-range force associated with pat1icle decay. 

Answer: weak nuclear force 

c) This fictitious force is responsible for the curving of projectiles over long trajectories and for the 
circulation of hunicanes. 

Answer: Coriolis force 

10. Answer the following questions about the Iran-Contra Affair FTSNOP. 

a) (5 points) This infamous Lieutenant Colonel was the chief negotiator of the deals that sold arms to 
the Iranians. 
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Answer: Oliver North 

b) (10 points) The profits from the Iranian amlS sales were diverted to fund the Nicaraguan right
wing "contra" guelillas against this leftist govemment that was in power. 

Answer: Sandinista govemment 

c) (15 points) In FebmUly, a commission headed by this fOlmer u.s. Senator from Texas, and named 
after him, issued a repOit that castigated President Reagan for his involvement in the affair. 

Answer: Jolm Tower 

11. This is a fun one. Conjoin the following movies with African capitals FTPE. 

a) The 1939 epic Civil War saga stan·ing Clark Gable and Vivian Leigh as Rhett and Scarlett, and the 
capital of Namibia. 

Answer: Gone with the Windhoek 

b) The 1968 film about an inventor and his revolutionary car based on a novel by Ian Fleming, and 
the capital of the Central AfIican Republic. 

Answer: Chitty Chitty Bang Bangui 

c) This one's a real groaner. The 1986 film about a nerdy florist and a man-eating plant named 
Audrey II, and the capital of Zimbabwe. 

Answer: LillIe Shop ofI-Iarare 

12. Answer the following questions about one of those " -ologies" FTPE. 

a) It is defined as the study or science of the experience of dying and bereavement. 

Answer: thanatologv 

b) The work that most inlluenced public consideration of thanatology is On Death and Dying, 
published in 1969 by this Swiss-bom psychiatrist. 

Answer: Elisabeth Kubler-Ross 

c) On Deadl and Dying purportt:d five stages through which an individual passes when confronted 
by the death of a loved one. FFPE, identify any two of the five stages detailed in the book. 

Answer: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, acceptance (accept any two) 

13. Given a descIiption, identify the ancient Roman wIiters FTPE. 

a) Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors was based on this drmnatist's Amphil1yon and Menaechllli, both 
stories about antics bet ween sets of twins. This most famous comedian of the early Republic also 
wrote Aulularia, or The POI of Gold. 

Answer: Titus Maccius Plautus 

b) This contempormy of Virgil and Ovid is ranked among the great elegiac poets of the Augustan 
age, along with Tibullus. He is famous for his loving liibutes to Cynthia, which comprise most of 
his nineteen elegies. 
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Answer: Sextus PropeI1ius 

c) A sycophant of Titus and Domitian, this Spaniard's works include a tribute to the Flavian 
Amphitheater entitled Libel' Spectacl/lorum, or The Book a/Spectacles, and Epigrammata, or 
Epigrams, for which he is most famous. 

Answer: Marcus Valelius Mm1ialis or Mm1ial 

14. Okay , okay, I admit it. I'm a chemistry major and I love titration. There, I said it. Are you happy? 
Answer the following questions FTSNOP. 

a) (5 points) On a titration cw"Ve, this is the point dwing the titration at which the chemical amount 
of base added equals the chemical amount of acid originally present. 

Answer: equivalence point 

b) (10 points) This is a common indicator used during titration. It changes from colorless to pink 
when a solution changes from acidic to basic. Only a few drops are necessmy for this reaction to 
occur. 

Answer: phenolphthalein 

c) (15 points) You may want to write some of this infOimation down. A volume of 50.00 mL of a 
weak acid of unknown concentration is titrated with a 0.1000 molar solution of NaOH. The 
equivalence point is reached after 100.00 mL of NaOH solution has been added. Calculate the 
OIiginal concentration of the acid. You have fifteen seconds. 

Answer: 0.200 M 

15. Given a descliption, identify the following Supreme COUl1 cases FTPE. 

a) This 1877 case upheld legislation that had been w-ged by the grangers to regulate railroad and 
grain elevator rates, declming that businesses affecting the public interest must be controlled for 
the sake of the common welfare. 

Answer: Munn v. Illinois 

b) In this 1978 case, a .vhite student filed suit against the University of Califomia at Davis medical 
school for accepting minorities with lesser qualifications than him. This case of reverse 
discrimination allowed the student to attend Davis' medical school after a 5-4 decision. 

Answer: Regents of the Universitv of Califomia v. Bakke 

c) In 1986, the Supreme COUl1 ruled against a suit filed by a gay bm1ender in Atlanta who had been 
mTested for having committed consensual sodomy with another man in the privacy of his 
bedroom. Georgia laws prohibited sodomy at the time. 

Answer: Bowers v. Hardwick 

16. It OCCUlTed to me that the Poles are sorely undeITepresented in this toumament. So, for this bonus I 
thought about giving you an option. Option I : Blindfold yourselves and detelmine the types of Polish 
sausage being handed to you FTPE. Option 2: Given a description, identify the Polish composer 
FTSNOP. Most of the moderators, however, refused to deal with certain sausage-related issues. 
Therefore, we're going to have to go with the composer option. 
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a) (5 points) This 19th centulY Polish pianist was famous for his many mazurkas, etudes, nocturnes, 
and polonaises. He died early of tuberculosis after an intense relationship with author George 
Sand. 

Answer: Frcdclic Franyois Chopin 

b) (10 points) This early 20th centulY pianist and statesman is known for his opera ManI"U and 
popular Minuel ill G. After World War I, he was elected prime minister and foreign minister to 
the Polish repUblic. 

Answer: Ignace Jan Paderewski 

c) (15 points) This Polish composer's works were made famous by Paderewski, particularly his 
concel10 MYllles (1915), for violin and piano; and his Slabat Mater (1926) for chorus and 
orchestra. His magnum opus, however, is the existential opera King Roger. 

Answer: Karol Maciej Szymanowski 

17. Given one of Jesus' miracles, identify in which of the Four Gospels - Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John
it appears FFPE. Some miracles may appear in more than one Gospel. 

a) This Gospel details Jesus raising Lazmus from the dead. 

Answer: John 

b) These two Gospels describe how Jesus healed people before the Sel1l10n on the Mount. 

Answer: Matthew and Luke 

c) These tlu-ee Gospels all desclibe how Jesus walked on water. 

Answer: Matthew, Mark, and John 

18. Identify the following telms from Greek drama FTPE. 

a) Usually translated as "fatal flaw," Aristotle describes this quality as necessary for a tragic hero. 

Answer: hamm1ia 

b) This is the experience of purgation, or purification, of the emotions that Alistotle claimed tragedy 
could be cow1ted on to produce, thereby rendeling it socially useful. 

Answer: catharsis 

c) In the Iliad, Achilles best displays this fOlm of hamartia, which is basically a tragic hero's sense of 
mTogance or plide. 

Answer: hublis 

19. Identify these scientific ideas named after two people FTPE. 

a) This plinciple states the temperature of a gas falls when it expands without expending energy. It 
is the basis for the operation of common refrigeration and air conditioning systems. 

Answer: Joule-Thomson effect 
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b) This constant was named after two Austrian phy sicists of the late 19th century . It is the 
propOitionality factor that relates the emissive power of a surface to the fOUIth power of the 
absolute temperature. 

Answer: Stefan-Boltzmann constant 

c) This equation from acid-base chemishy is used to calculate the pH of a buffer system. It is solved 
by adding the pKa to the log of the ratio of the concentrations of the weak acid and base. 

Answer: Henderson-Hasselbach equation 

20. Identify the following Chinese dynasties FTPE. 

a) This dynasty, considered the first in Chinese history, was an mistocratic kingdom that ruled from 
circa 1766-1027 B.C.E. 

Answer: Shang Dynasty 

b) A rebellion under the leadership of a group known as the Red Eyebrows fOimed this dynasty in 9 
C.E., oveltuming the rule of the Han Dynasty. This dynasty was brought to an end in 23 C.E., 
after which the Han Dynasty was reestablished. 

Answer: Hsin Dynasty 

c) Ruling from 618-907 C.E., this dynasty was founded by Li Yuan. The bureaucracy was so well 
refined that its basic fOim survived into the 20th century. Under this kingdom 's influence, Chinese 
intluence spread into Korea, southem ManchUlia, and nOithem Vietnam. 

Answer: Tang Dynasty 

21. Given a hero from Greek mythology, identify both of the hero's parents FFPE. 

a) Herakles 

Answer: Zeus and Alcmene 

b) Perseus 

Answer: Zeus and Danae 

c) Bellerophon 

Answer: Poseidon (accept Glaukus) and Eurvnome 
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Bonus 7: Visual Aid 

A 

B 
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